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ABSTRACT 

lnteUectual properties, such as patents, are an Important source ol infonnation In the fteld of resource management 
and technology. Patent issues are one way to obsern the behavior ol private firms and government agencies at a 
formative stage In an Industry's development when, for strategic reasons, these participants are careful about disclosing 
details of their activities. The seabed mining Industry Is a good example of an Industry In Its formative stages. This 
industry bas been characterized in large part by the research and development (R&D} of technology to recover minerals 
from deep ocean pol)metallic nodules and to process them metaUurgically Into metal products. The nearly 400 seabed 
mining patents that have been granted world"ide are a rough measure or this R&D activity. Patent issues can reveal 
snerallnteresting aspects or an Industry: (a) the Identity of participants; (b). the generic type of technology; (c) the 
technological concentration or patent holders; (d) the technologicaJ Integration or patent holders; and (e) the timing of 
Inventive activity. In some cases, Industrial motivations and strat~es may be Inferred from these aspects. Moreover,. 
seabed mining might be subject to the cyclical nuctuations of markets for the metals contained In polymetallic nodules. 
Patent activity could provide some Insight Into the nature of a possible seabed mining industry cycle. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Summary 

to mid-l970s, and continues today at a greatly reduced pace. 
Recently, much of the industrial activity in seabed mining has 
been discontinued because of inclement metal market condi
tions. pessimistic forecasts -ror those markets, and other im
portant factors. Seabed mining, a fonnative industry directed at the recovery 

and metallurgical processing of metals from deep ocean po
lymetallic nodu1es, has been characterized in large part by 
research and development (R&D) activity. An indirect measure 
of the extent of this R&D to date is that at least 50 private 
finns and eight public agencies from several countries hold 
seabed mining patents. As measured by patent issues, R&D 
activity commenced in the 1960s, reached a peak in the early 
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In-the seabed mining industry a small amount of ac!ivity 
currently is directed at the clarification of access rightS to 
exploration sites on the deep seabed: When the world's metals 
markets rejuvenate and if the legal regimes for seabed mining 
stabilize, one might expect a resurgence of activity in the in
dustry. Ultimately such activity may be expressed through in
novation (the commercial employment of previously-developed 
inventions) using knowledge generated in the first round o( 

activity. 
If seabed mining becomes a commercial reali~, then the 

recent decline in seabed mining activity may represent the 
downside of the industry's first cycle. This cycle could be 
reflected through patent activity even before the industry enters 
into commercial production. 1 Cyclical fluctuations are char
acteristic of established markets for the metals contained in 
nodules: particularly those of nickel, cob'ilt, copper, and man-
ganese.2 .. 

In some countries, concern for supplies of strategic materials 
may actually accelerate the commercialization of seabed min
ing. Japan, for instance, is sponsoring a nine year R&D project 
to develop a manganese nodule recovery system. The project 
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is intended 10 culminate iD 1990 when che prepooderance of 
s.ubed mining patents worldwide will begin to expire. As pa
tents expire, the technology that they describe can be manu
factured, sold, or used without restriction. It is possible, therefore, 
that this increased availability of technology could spur a re
newed industrial interest and reinforce any tendency for cy
clical behavior in seabed mining activity. 

This article descn"bes the seabed mining industry in terms 
of data that have been abstracted from publicly-disclosed patent 
activity. Those firms that embody the industry as well as those 
firms and engineers that are potential participants or entrants 
into the industry are identified-. Several of the seabed mining 
firms have joined together in ventures known as "consortia." 
The consortia are compared in tenns of concentration in the 
number of patents held and in the- number of claims made on 
these patents. Fums within each consortium also are compared 
in terms of patenting concentration, and the primary patenting 
flnns (PPFs) are identified for each consortium. Relative em
phasis, measured here by U.S. seabed mining patent activity 
as a percentage of total U.S. patent activity, is examined in 
the case of each PPF and is compared among PPFs. The timing 
of patent activity for each consortium is depicted graphically. 
The timing of patent activity for all firms or engineers may 
provide clues about the period of a cycle in the irtdustry. 

This article makes no real attempt at a qualitative comparison 
of patents, except to differentiate patents (including claims) 
into generic technological categories. Generic categories help 
describe the array of technological solutions to the two broad 
problems faced by seabed miners: recovery and metallurgical 
processing of polymetallic nodules. The spread of patent ac
tivity across generic technological categories is examined for 
the consortia and potential entrant fl!TDS to suggest the possi
bilities for vertical integration. Seabed mining fmns may have 
tended to converge on a specific set of recovery technologies, 
although this convergence is not immediately apparent from 
observations of patent data. Furthennore, any useful qualitative 
comparison may have to await the actual commercial operation . 
of seabed inining technology. 

This article concludes with some inferences about possible 
motivations and strategies of firms and agencies in the seabed 
mining industry. Patents might provide insight into the behav
ior of these entities as they seek protection for their intellectual 
properties (patents and trade secrets). The motivations include 
the commercial development of new sources of minerals to 
supplement dwindling onshore sources; the protection of mar
ket position; the sale of ideas, experience, or technology; and 
entrance into a potentially successful industry. The strategies 
involve either__patenting or keeping trade secrets: each may be 
employed to protect intellectual property. 3 

B. Methods 

Patent data used -in this article were obtained primarily through 
a search of the "Official Gazette" of the U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office. The comprehensiveness of this search was 
checked and confumed through a computer search of U.S. 
-patents in the CLAIMS database. In addition to these searches, 
reference has been made to earlier patent searches. None of 

tbe former patent searcbea provide a current, comprehensive 
examination of patents related only to both seabed polymetallic 
DOdule mining and processing. 

The majority of seabed mining patents have been issued in 
those countries where private fums or government agencies 
have been the most active participants in the seabed mining 
industry: the United States, West Germany, Canada, the United 
Kingdom, the Soviet Union, Japan, and France. In many cases, 
flnns have patented their inventions in more than one country 
to provide extra protection for that invention. Seabed mining 
patents granted in countries other than the United States were 
searched by three methods. First, foreign nodule recovery pa
tents were searched at the Patent and Trademark Office files 
in Crystal City, Virginia, under the same classes and subclasses 
that U: S. patents were searched- in the "Official Gazette." 
Second, both nodule recovery and metallurgical process foreign · 
patents were discovered in publications. Third, a computer 
search of an international patent da~base, INPADOC, was 
conducted to locate both nodule recovery and metallurgical 
process patents. 

From the data collected, it is evident that more seabed mining 
patents have been granted in the United States than in any other 
country. In fact, over two-thirds of all the seabed mining pa
tents discovered in this study have been issued in the United 
States. West Germany, with less than one-sixth of all patents, 
is a distant second. It is probable that most seabed mining fmns 
envisioned the United States as the primary location for the 
manufacture, use, or sale of seabed mining technology, and 
therefore patent rights were perceived as more valuable there. 4 

This phenomenon may be an artifact of the search methods, 
however, since it has been much easier-to locate U.S. patents 
in the United States. For example, preliminary results from a 
separate review of seabed mining patents in Japan reveale-d 27 
patents held by Japanese nationals. Only ten of these were 
identified in manual searches oonducted for this study, and 
none were identified through the computer search. This study, - _ 
as in any patent search, cannot claim to be all-inclusive, and 
foreign patents have been especially difficult to search because 
of language barriers and differences in classification systems. 
Nevertheless, this is believed to be the most comprehensive 
and current collection of patent information available on the 
seabed mining industry. Any missing information should have 
a minimal impact on the conclusions of this study. 

II. SEABED MINING PATENT DATA 

A. Seabed Mining Patent J\ssignees 

AI. Consortia. Several of the world's larg-est private fmns 
have entered into partnership arrangements._Jr joint ventures 
for the purpose of seabed mining. These arr'angements or ven
-tures are referred to here as 1eabed mining consortia. The 
consortia are the mostly private groups: Ocean Mining Asso
ciates (OMA), the Kennecott Consortium (KCON), Ocean 
Management Incorporated (OMI), and Ocean Minerals Com
pany (OMCO); and the mixed public-private groups: the As-
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sociation Fran~aise pour l'Etude et la Rccbercbe des NoduJea 
(AFER.NOD) from France and the Japanese Deep Ocean Re
sources Development Corporation (OORD). Figure 1 depicts 
the organization of seabed mining consortia firms. In many 
cases, only a few companies that participate in each consortium 
hold patent rights. With patent data, therefore, it may be pos· 
sible to begin to unravel intraconsortium patenting (and perhaps 
R&D) strategies. 

A2. Pot~ntial entrants. Several other large private firms 
have conducted seabed mining R&D and hold patent rights to 
seabed mining inventions. These fums have not joined with 
others to plan for or conduct seabed mineral development and 
are generally not considered active members in the industry. 
These firms, which include Bendix, Bethlehem Steel, Dow 
Chemical, General Dynamics, Global Marine, Union Carbide, 
Westinghouse, and others, are considered here as potential 
entrants to the seabed mining industry. Patents held by indi-

viduals or institutions in the Soviet Unioo have been included 
in this category as well. 

A3. Enginur.s. Other small fums or individuals hold patents 
to seabed mining inventions. This group, referred to here as 
engineers, includes small engineering fiilTls and patent devel
opment companies. In some cases, it may be inae<:ucate to 
distinguish between potential entrants and engineering ftrmS. 
Some potential entrants may be in the engineering business, 
conducting R&D with the intention of selling experience or 
patent rights to more active firms. Some engineers may become 
involved in joint ventures. In fact, the Continuous Line Bucket 
Syndicate (CLB), an early noncommercial R&D arid explo
ration venture, was organized primarily through the efforts of 
two engineers, Commander Yoshio Masuda of Japan and Dr. 
John Mero of the United States. 

A4. Who holds seabed mining-patents? Figure 2, parts A, 
B, and C, lists the flrms, agencies, or individuals that bold 

Figure 1 

ORGAHlZATION OF THE SEABED MINING CONSORTIA 

CONSORTIUM MEMBER 6. SHARE 

OCEAN MINING ASSOCIATES (OHA ; formed Kay 1974 
Essex Minerals Company %) 
Union Seas Inc. ( 25%) 

Sun Ocean Ventures ( 25%) 
Samim Oceans Inc. ( 25%) 
Deepsea Ventures (Service Contractor for the Consortium) 

KENNECOTT CONSORTIUM (KCON); formed January 1974 
- Kennecott Corporation (40%) 

RTZ Deepsea Mining Enterprises Ltd. (12%) 
Consolidated Gold Fields p.l.c. (12%) 
BP Petroleum Development Ltd. (12%) 
No~anda Exploration Inc. (12%) 
Mitsubishi Corporation ) 
Mitsubishi Metal Corp. ) (12%) 
MJtsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd. ) 

OCEAN MANAGEMENT INCORPORATED (OHI): fonaed February 1975 
Inco Inc. (25%) 
SEDOO Inc. (25%) 

Arbeitsgemeinschaft Heerestechnische Rohstoffe (AMR) (25%) 

Deep Ocean Minerals Company (DOMCO) (25%) 

OCEAN MINERALS COMPANY (<lfCO): formed November 1977 
Amoco Ocean Kinerab Company ( 31%) 

PAREN'T 

U.S. Steel Corporation 
(Union Hines, Union Kiniere S.A.), 
' Soci~tE G~n~rale de Belgique 
Sun Company Inc. 
Ente Na~ionale Idrocarburi (ENI) 

(SOHIO), BP 
Rio Tinto Zinc p.l.c. 
Consolidated Cold Fields p.l.c. 
British Petroleum Company p.l.c. 
Noranda Mines Ltd. 
Mitsubishi Group (leader) . 

loco Ltd. 
SEDCO, Inc. 

( Metallgesellschaft A.G. 
( Preuasag A.G. 
( Salzgitter A.G. 

23 Companies led by Suaitomo 

Lockheed System& Company ) ( 31%) ( 
(Amoco Minerals), Standard Oil 
Lockheed Corporation 

Lockheed Missiles and Space Company )) (( Lockheed Corporation 
Billiton B.V. { 31%) ) Ocean Minerals Inc. ( Royal DutchJShell 
-B.It.W. Ocean Mineral• J.V. ( 81) ) ( Royal Joskalia Westainster 

;.;A::.,SSO;;.=----:C:.;:IA~TI::.,O:"-N;...;;FltAN~,-:C..;.:Al::;.::;SE::....:;P;-"OUll~:-'L';;',::ETUD!-T:.::-T-I'I::...:LA:::..:;:RE:r,CHE;;=:;:tte::::BE:;::.._:D::;E::::S__.:N::.:O:::OU=-.::LE=-S::....:(,::AF=-=ERN::::.:O:.:D:L).: f oraed 197 4 
Institute Fran~aiae de la Recherche et l 1Exploitation 

de la Mer (for.erly CNEXO) (70%) 
Commissaria~ A l'Eoergie A~omlque (CEA) (20%) 
Soci~tE H~tallurgi~ue le Mickel (SLK) (6%) 
Chautiers du Nord et de la M~ditErranEe (CNH) <4%) 

French Government 
French Government 
IHETAL, Elf Aquitaine 
Schneider S.A. • 

DEEP OCEAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION (DORD); formed September 1982 
~ Companies- (including the me11bere of the 

Deep Ocean Kinerals Association (DOHA)) that coordinate 
activities vith MITl 

·~ , 
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NATIONALITY 

u.s. 
Belgiwa 

u.s. 
Italy 

(U.S.), U.K. 
U.K. 
U.K. 
U.K. 
Canada 
Japan 
Japan 
Japan 

Canada 
u.s. 
F.R.G. ) 
F .R.G. ) 
F.R.G. ) 
Japan 

u.s. 
u.s. 
u.s. 
Netherlands 
Netherlands 

France 
France 
France 
France 

Japan 
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s.eabed mining patenU. These entities have been classified u 
consortium members or afflliates, potential entrants, or engi· 
oeen. Potential entrants and engineers are further separated by 
nationality. The total number of nodule recovery patents and 
metallurgical processing patents have been identified for each 
entity. Patents granted in the United States and in other coun
tries have been included regardless of whether the same in
vention has been patented by the same entity in more than one 
jurisdiction. 5 

Figure 2, Part A lists fums or agencies that are members of 
or in some way affiliated with members of seabed mining 
consortia. Because there has been no examination of patent 
licensing agreements, some of the affiliations represented here 
may be tenuous. For example, Shell Oil is a subsidiary of 
Roya1 Dutch/Shell, which in tum is -a parent of the OMCO 
consortium member Billiton. Although difficult to verify, this 
relationship may facilitate the licensing of patented seabed 
mining technology. Other affiliations are clearer. Deepsea Ven
tures Incorporated (DVI) is a service contractor for the OMA 
consortium; Newport News Shipbuilding and Drydock (NNS&D) 
spawned DVI in the late 1960s and holds no seabed mining 
patents after 1970. Earl & Wright, an engineering firm, is a 
subsidiary of OMI consortium member, SEOCO. Sumitorrio 
Metal Mining and Mitsubishi are correctly represented as mem
bers of the OMI and KCON consortia, respectively. TheSe two 
flrms are also members of the Japanese consortium, DORD. 

Potential entrant fums have been arranged in Figure 2, Part 
B in alphabetical order by nationality. Some of these fums . 
may have been hired by or may have conducted joint research 
with the more active seabed mining firms. For example, Tetra 
Tech holds a joint patent with CNEXO and SLN, members of 
the French consortium. AFERNOD, which is led by French 
governmental agencies, has hired engineering firms to under
take feasibility studies on seabed mining. One of these fll1IlS, 
Alsthom-Atlantique, is a parent of patent-holder Societe Gen
trale de Constructions El&;triques et Mecaniques (SGCEM). 
Several of the potential entrant fums are subsidiaries of firms 
that might be considered. large enough to participate in Se.abed 
mining alone or as a consortium member. SGCEM falls into -
this category as well as Deutsche Babcock & Wilcox A.G., an 
afflliate of the U.S. marine construction company, McDer
mott, and Demag L.M.S., a subsidiary ofMannesmann A.G. 

Figure 2, Part C lists engineers, including small engineering 
fums and patent development fll1IlS, in alphabetical order by 
nationality. It is unknown to what extent any of these patents 
have been licensed to other firms or to the seabed mining 
consortia. Metallgesellschaft has cited the technologies pa
tented by Demag (see potential entrants), James Ball, Jan-Olaf 
Willums, and Dieter Hody as potentially innovative. 6 Mero 
and Masuda were largely responsible for promoting early seabed 
mining fervor in the 1960s. 

B. Patent Concentration 

B l. Patents. Once the identities of patenting firms are known, 
a rough picture of relative inventive activity can be drawn by 

comparins the numbers of patents held by these firma.' fia1n 
3 reveals the ''coocentratioa'' or tbe percent of total DOdule 
recovery, total metallurgkal processing, or total seabed mining 
patents held by consortia, pocential entrants, or enginoen. Seabed 
mining consortia firms as a group hold more of both nodule 
recovery and metallurgical process patents than either the po
tential entrants or engineers. Interestingly, potential entrants 
and engineers considered together bold more nodule recovery 
patents than the consortia as a group. Evidently, potential en
trant flriDs and engineers have tended to emphasize recovery 
technology. In fact these firms rarely have patented both types 
of technology; only three firms or engineers have both nodule 
recovery and metallurgical process patents. 1be consortia have 
tended to emphasize both recovery and processing technology, 
which may reflect interests in achieving vertically integrated 
operations. 1be oonsortia hold over two-thirds of the metal
lurgica1 process patents indicating that this area may be tech
nologically more complex. 

In this comparison of patent concentration, OMA clearly 
holds the highest concentration with almost one-ftftb of all 
seabed mining patents; Figure 3 shows OMA 's primary posi
tion in nodule recovery and its secondary position in metal
lurgical processing. KCON follows OMA almost solely on the 
basis of its metallurgical processing patent concentration in 
which it holds 29 percent of all patents; OMI places third in 
the comparison with 13 percent of all seabed mining patents. 

B2. Claims. Patent concentration is necessarily a rough pic
ture of R&D activity and technological achievement, because 
it does not compare the actual inventions on a qualitative basis. 
Moreover, patent concentration does not measure the number 
of new technological concepts that together may describe and 
define a particular invention. In U.S. patents, individual .. claims" 
are made on these new technological concepts as part of a 
description of an invention. Figure 4 shows the concentration 
of claims on U.S. patents only. Although this representation 

PATt:lrr CONO:IrriAT!OM 

_ (hrc:t!:a.t of All- Seabed Mia.Jn& hteota) 

PATfi!ITU TOTAL 

... (1) ... (%) ... (%) 

OM )2 (15) 40 (2JJ 72 (18) 

tCON 8 ( 4} 50 (29) sa {l5) 

OKI )6 (17 1 l!i ( 9) 5! (lll 

OICO ( lJ ( 1) ( 2) 

AFEKI«lD 18 < a, ( 4) 25 ( 6) 

DOIUl .J. .L!L _1 121. 2. U1.. 
...:Onsort i.a Total >00 (47) 119 (09} 2.!9 (51>) 

Poteatial E.ntraata 
Total 54 79 (20) 

fA~ineere TotaL 90 (231 

l.ndullt ry Toul l!!> (!OOJ l7) (100) 3&8 ( 99) 

FIGURE 3 
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of R&D activity still cannot compare inventions qualitatively, 
it may provide a better measure of the number of new tech
nological concepts that accompany seabed mining patents. 

In this comparison of c_laims concentration, the consortia 
remain in almost the same positions as in the patent concen
tration comparison, with at least two notable exceptions. First, 
OMA has a greater number of metallurgical process claims 
than KCON. OMA actually averages over 15 claims per pro
cess patent while KCON averages only nine. Second, OMCO 
has surpassed KCON and AFERNOD in its concentration of 
nodule recovery claims. Lockheed made 99 claims on its one 
remote-rontrol, bottom-crawler recovery system patent. With 
the exception of OMA member, Union Miniere, which has 
made 109 claims on two recovery patents, no other seabed 
mining patent comes close to Lockheed's in total number of 
claims. This may be an important indicator of patent strategy 
in the case of the OMCO group. 

B3. lntraconsortium parents and claims. Concentration data 
indicate the relative importance of consortia patent activity, at 
least in the amount of activity, when compared to the patent 
activity of potential entrants and engineers. It may prove useful, 
therefore, to examine more closely the concentration of patents 
and claims within individual consortia. Figure 5 shows the 
percent of total patents and total claims on U.S. patents for 
the members of each consortium. Tbe primary patenting firms 
(PPFs) in each consortium can thereby be identified. Deepsea 
Ventures (including eight patents held by Newport News Ship
building and Drydock) and Kennecott are overwhelmingly the 
lead patenting firms in their respective consortia. Because the 
OMA and KCON groups are the leaders in industrywide patent 
and claims concentrations, one might conjecture that Deepsea 
Ventures and Kennecott have been the most active firms in 
seabed mining R&D, with Kennecott clearly emphasizing me
tallurgical processing work. In the cases of OMI and AFER-
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NOD, patent and claims activities are distributed among more 
of the member fmns or agencies, although lnco and CEA are 
clearly the respective leaders. In OMCO's case, Lockheed 
holds only one of six total patents, but has made over three
quarters of the claims. The available evidence is insufficient 
to -d_!aw conclusions for OORD, but the Agency of Industrial 
Science and Technology (AlST), an affiliate of the Japanese 
Ministry of lnterpational Trade and Industry (MITI), has been 
conducting a large-scale manganese nodule R&D project with 
the assistailce of about 16 private companies. 

C. Relative Emphasis 

Concentration data reveal those fmns and agencies that have 
been most active in patenting, and therefore possibly also in 
R&D, in the seabed mining industry. But concentration ex
plains little about the emphasis within a ftrm or agency on 
seabed mining R&D. Figure 6 shows U.S. seabed mining pa
tents as a percent of all U.S. patents granted to PPFs during 
1969-80. 8 Data on four large potential entrant ftnns has been 
included for comparison. Again, Deepsea Ventures leads with 
over two-thirds of its total patent activity directed toward seabed 
mining. CNEXO and SLN follow with o!]ly one-quarter of 
their patent activity in the seat>¢ mining area, and Kennecott 
takes a distant third with 15 percent of its total patent emphasis 
in seabed mining. 

Several firms or agencies, including UOP, CEA, General 
Dynamics, Bethlehem Steel, and lnco, obtained many patents 
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in different areas during this period, a good reflection of their 
extensive R&D capabilities. But, and perhaps not too surpris
ing in light of the concentration data, these firms expended a 
very low percentage of their total patenting emphasis on seabed 
mining technology. Indeed, many consortium member fmns 
expended relatively less emphasis on seabed mining patents 
than did potential entrants. One advantage in forming a con
sortium may be the allocation of responsibilities such that those 
ftrms with particular expertise in an area such as seabed mining 
R&D undertake the bulk of the work in R&D in patenting. 
Lockheed, Kennecott, and Deepsea Ventures may be examples 
of this kind of distribution of responsibility. 

D. Timing of Patent Activity 

The timing of patent activity is an important quantitative 
measure of the rate of invention in an industry. R&D usually 
is a prerequisite to invention. Therefore, the timing of patent 
activity may provide a rough measure of the timing of R&D 
activity. This is especially useful in an understanding of the 
seabed mining industry, because much of its efforts have been 
directed at R&D. If the seabed mining industry is cyclical in 
nature, a trait that generally is characteristic of mining indus
tries, an examination of patent timing may help to describe the 
nature of the cycle. 

The timing of patents for the entire seabed mining industry 
is depicted in Figure 7. (The numbers along the X-axis of the 
ftgure represent, on top, the years in which patents were granted 
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and, underneath, the years in which those patents will expire.) 
The ftrst seabed mining patents were issued in the-mid-1960s, 
and patent activity has continued from that date untillhe pres
ent. The preponderance of patents were granted between 1973 
and 1978. Thus a period of patent protection exists for most 
seabed mining patents until 1990-95. 

In the United States, the process of application for the issue 
of a patent on an invention takes an average of two years due 
to a tremendous backlog of patent applications and a limited 
examining staff at the Patent and Trademark Office. This rule
of-thumb holds true for seabed mining patents as well. (Figure 
8 shows the cumulative number of U.S. seabed mining patent 
applications and grants at any moment in time and displays the 
approximate two year lag between applications and grants.) 
Because most seabed mining patents were granted between 
1973 and 1978, it follows that applications for these wtents 
most likely were filled between 1971 and 1976. 

As roughly indicated by this timing pattern, most seabed 
mining R&D, which resulted in applications flied during 1971-
76, must have taken place in the late 1960s and early 1970s. 
Although the lag structure for seabed mining R&D to economic 
conditions in the metals markets is unknown in this industry, 
a complex interaction of factors probably worked first to spur 
and then to slow seabed mining R&D. These factors may be 
related to economic signals, political events at the Law of the 
Sea Conference, and legal uncertainties associated with the 
status of exploration and exploitation sites. R&D accelerated 
during the early 1970s when economic conditions generally 
were bright. Subsequent to the time of the 1973-74 recession, 
which was precipitated by the energy ..¢sis, seabed mining 
patent activity levelled-off and declined steadily thereafter. 
Thus, if a seabed mining ~&0 cycle exists, the period can be 
very crudely estimated at twenty years. 

Interestingly, if this period should persist, the next upswing 
would occur in the early 1990s. This coincides with the be-
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ginning of the expiration dates for the bulk of the seabed mining 
patents. As these patents expire, the technology that they de
scribe can be manufactured, sold, or used without restriction. 
This increased availability of technology might then enhance 
a renewed industrial interest ~d reinforce any tendency for 
cyclical behavior in seabed mining activity. 

It is known that the consortia had constructed timetables for 
their R&D -programs. When their programs had been com
pleted, the consortia decided not to continue seabed mining 
R&D. It is possible, therefore, that the individual strategies of 
the seabed mining consortia may have been important factors 
in shaping this round of patent activity. The timing of patents 
for the individual consortia is depicted in Figure 9. The con
sortia, OMA, OMl, KCON, and AFERNOD, show a large 
increase in patent activity at approximately the same time as 

-they were formed. The technological groundwork which pre
ceded the patent activity may have helped contribute to the 
formation of these consortia. Some of the patents that preceded 
consortia formation may have been sought to advertise tech
nological capability and attract partners or customers. The pri
mary patenting firms may have sought patents in part to protect 
themselves from their prospective partners (otherwise, they 
would have to reveal unprotected know-how). As the consortia 
were formed, additional know-how protection could be written 
into their joint venture agreements. Once the ftrst round of 
R&D had occurred, and patents had been obtained, the tech
nology was protected for a seventeen year period. While en
visioning a diminishing rate of return on additional research 
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in the absence of immediate commercial development, patent 
holders could then afford to back off on R&D and await more 
favorable economic conditions before commercial utilization 
of their technology. 

E. Spread of Patent Activity 

The production of metals from seabed-nodule ores involves 
two broad problems: the recovery of nodules from the deep 
seabed and the metallurgical processing of those nodules. Each 
problem can be separated into several generic categories of 
technology. The recovery of nodules from the deep seabed 
consists of collection, lift, surface support, and transportation 
technologies. The metallurgical processing of nodules consists 
of reduction, extraction, and electrowinning of nickel and cop
per, and the beneficiation of other metals like cobalt o~ man
ganese. Figure lO shows how the patent activity of consortia 
and potential entrants is spread across generic categories of 
seabed mining technology. 9 

The spread of patent activity may have important implica
tions for the vertical· integration of fmns in an active industry. 
The extent to which a fiiill has the abilitY to recover and 
metallurgically process seabed nodule ores reveals its tech
nological position within an industry and may have some im
portance with regard to its eventual commercial success. As 
depicted in Figure 10, in general, the consortia are more ver
tically integrated than individual potential entrant firms. Two 
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consortia, OMA and OMI, have patented technology in each 
generic category and appear more vertically integrated than the 
other consortia. The spread of patent activity reafflnns the 
conclusion drawn earlier from the concentration data that po
tential entrants have tended to focus on either recovery or 
processing technology. In very few cases, such as Bethlehem 
Steel and Mobile Oil, potential entrants have patented both 
nodule recovery and metallurgical processing technology. 

Generic categories of technology can be further subdivided 
into specific technologies. For example, at least six specific 
technologies compose the generic category of collection: sam
pler, CLB bucket, towed sledge, hybrid bucket/sledge, robot 
crawler, and autonomous shuttle. The generic categories of 
recovery and metallurgical process technologies have been sub
divided in Figure 11 by consortia. Patent activity across specific 
technological solutions within a generic category may have 
important implications for technological performance relative 
to rivals. For instance, AFERNOD members hold patents on 
four out of the six collection technologies, including the au-

tonomous shuttle, which is radically different in concept from 
technologies patented by other firms. AFERNOD's di
versification within tltis generic category reveals a flexibility 
that eventually might allow it to operate with the most com
mercially successful specific solution to the collection problem. 

Under conditions of commercial operation, and especially 
after patent protection expires, one might expect operators to 
converge upon the most effective technology. 10 If specific cat
egories are broad enough to allow more than one patent on 
each specific technology, i.e., substitutes, as appears to be the 
case in many seabed mining technologies, then convergence 
could occur even before the industry becomes commercial. 
The spread data show that several consortia have patented 
components of hydraulic systems: towetl sledges, robot craw
lers, waterpumps, and airlifts, among others. In fact, hydraulic 
systems are the purported technology of OMI, OMA, KCON, 
and OMC0. 11 The Japanese are conducting a large-scale R&D 
project directed at developing a hydraulic system. Recently, 
the French have indicated their intentions to move away frnm 
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the autonomous shuttle concept and towards the hydraulic sys
tem.12 Thus converge-nce upon a perceived most effective tech
nology is possible even before commercial operations. But, 
because patents have been granted on many kinds of technol
ogy, this convergence is not immediately apparent from ob
servations of patent activity. 

Ill. CONCLUSIONS 

Because patents afford the patent holder the right to exclude 
others from the manufacture, use, or sale of inventions, patents 
are an important part of the strategies of ftrmS and agencies as 
they operate within an industry. 13 In a fonnative minerals in
dustry that has focused primarily on R&D, observations of 
patent activity are one way to uncover and examine the behavior 
of participating fmns and government agencies. 

As might be expected, those fmns or government agencies 
that have ventured together as seabed mining consortia hold 

the areatest coocentratioa or seabed mining patents or seabed 
minin& patent claims. This is 1 e1ue to one possible strategy. 
Fums or government agencies have ventured together in onSet 
to spread the risks of investment in seabed mining R&.D. Be
cause seabed mining is a formative industry that has not yet 
reached commercial proportions, and because there is plenty 
of room for further technological developments, the risks for 
a single finn are quite large. 

The large risks involved in seabed mining are underscored 
when one looks more closely at the emphasis, in terms of patent 
activity, of individual firms on seabed mining versus other 
fields of technological development. Within each consortium, 
one primary patenting fum (PPF) usually holds the great bulk 
of patents and claims. However, most of the industry's PPFs 
have not emphasized seabed mining R&D. Here is another 
strategy which is closely related to the first one. Even those 
consortia firms with the lead responsibility for technological 
development and patenting have reduced their exposure to risk 
by diluting their R&D efforts over many areas of research . 

Another broad strategy can be uncovered through informa
tion gathered on the kind of technology that has been patented. 
The spread of patent activity across generic categories of tech
nology is an indicator of the scope of the efforts of fiiills and 
government agencies in solving the problems of producing 
metals from seabed ores. In terms of patent activity, the con
sortia hold more patents in the different generic categories than 
do the potential entrants or engineers. Once again, it appears 
that it is very costly for single firms to spread their techno
logical development activities across the many generic cate
gories of technology. This observation suggests that the consortia 
have positioned themselves to achieve fully integrated opera
tions and thus to capture the entire value of a refined metal 
product. 

Individual strategies of the seabed J1llning consortia may 
have been important in shaping the first round of patent activity . 
In several cases, the dates of patent applications and grants 
reveal an increase in patent activity at approximately the time 
whel) the consortia were officially organized. Because a patent 
is a piece of property, or an asset, patent activity might have 
occurred either to advertise technological capability or to attract 
partners or customers. The technological groundwork incor
porated into these patents certainly helped to facilitate consortia 
formation by providing a knowledge base and a direction for 
future research and development. Initially, PPfs may have 
sought patents in part to protect themselves from their pro
spective partners so that they would not have to reveal unpro
tected know-how or trade secrets. As the consortia were fonned, 
further protection may have been written into their joint venture 
agreements. 

Some additional individual strategies may be contained within 
the data on patent activity, but these will not become evident 
until the industry is operating on a commercial level. Hidden 
within the patent data is a relatively recenCfendency for the 
consortia to converge on an hydraulic type of recovery system. 
Conversely, some patents may have been "fenced-in". This 
occurs when one fmn or agency patents many similar inven
tions that are only slight variations on an original. In this way, 
technological breakthroughs can be protected from other firms 
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or aaencles that seek 1 portion of the pateat monopoly by 
patenting their own similar inventions or substitutes. The real 
test for feocing·in is whether or DOt each patented invention is 
actually employed or left to "sleep" over the seventeen year 
patent life. In a fonnative, noncommercial industry like seabed 
mining, such a test might never ocrur. 

For reasons related to a number of interdependent economic, 
political, and legal factors, seabed mining patent activity for 
all firms and agencies commenced in the late 1960s, peaked 
in the mid-1970s, and has fallen today to a reduced rate. This 
pattern is a rough re~ntation of R&D activity in seabed 
mining and may indicate the possibility of a seabed mining 
industry cycle. From an international perspective based upon 
patenting activity, one might very well-expect to see a renewed 
industrial interest in seabed mining before the tum of the cen
tury. 

The degree to which patent protectior. remains an important 
component of firm strategy in seabed mining today is unclear. 
It is clear that further technological research and development 
must take place if recovery ~d metallurgical processing sys
tems are to be upscaled to the commercial level. R&D and 
patent activities will continue through the life of the industry 
as competitors seek new, less costly methods of producing 
metals from deep ocean polymetallic nodules. If and- when 
another surge of seabed mining activity occurs, the technolog
ical information contained in the early patents undoubtedly will 
facilitate progress toward innovation and thereby speed the rate 
of eventual commercialization. 

FOOTNOTES 

{1) J .M. Broadus, Social Scientist, Marine Policy Center, 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, several personal 
conununications, from February 1983 through May 1985. 
The cyclicality that one might expect from observations 
of patent activity or from R-&.D is different from what 
is generally known as the "business cycle ... one nor
mally would expect to see an increase in inventive ac- -
tivity in the early stages of the life of an industry. Contrary 
to immediate impressions, however, inventive activity 
in an industry does not necessarily terminate once ev
erything necessary to accomplish the industry's produc
tive tasks has been invented. Cost-reducing refmements 
to innovative technologies are one obvious continuation 
of inventive activity. Strategic behavior in an industry, 
such as the invention of substitute technologies, al~ 
may act to continue inventive activity. (See generally: 
M.E. Porter, Competitive Strategy, New York: The Free 
Press, 1980, pp. l56-l74.)lntheparticularcaseofthe 
formative seabed mining industry, significant problems, 
which will require additional inventive ~ctivity before 
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